
I found this song in the ‘Country
Songs’ EKL book - but I’ll probably
always associate it first with
Thomas ‘Fats’ Waller (and second
with my Yamaha colleague Steve
Lowdell who plays so wonderfully
in this style).  It was Waller who
had the first big hit with the
song in 1935 although it has
since been recorded by
everyone from Bing Crosby to
Shakin’ Stevens!     

STEP 1 - Select a style

If you play a Clavinova and are following Richard Bower’s series
for the CVP605/609 (page 16) you’ll have read about the ‘Pianist’
styles.  If so, you might like to try these as there are some great
stride piano accompaniments amongst them.  The downside is
that, although they authentically replicate what a pianist would
play, they don’t have a rhythm track - and I personally prefer the
piano, bass drums line-up for this kind of music.

Back to the normal styles - and, having experimented with the
obvious ‘Ragtime’ and ‘Dixieland’, I eventually hit upon the
‘Movie Swing 1’ style - located in Tyros5’s ‘Movie & Show’
category.  The style is referenced to the song ‘You’ve Got A
Friend In Me’ from the film Toy Story but, as it works well with
so many other swing / jazz tunes, it’s perhaps a pity that styles
like this aren’t  represented in more than one category.

STEP 2 - Set the tempo

The EKL arrangement advises a tempo of 140 bpm but if you
enjoy the original laid back Fats Waller version you might
prefer to slow this down to the style’s default tempo which is
116bpm.  The only problem with this is that Mr. Waller’s
performance is interspersed with ornamental frills, scattered at
regular intervals between the notes of the melody.  If you can’t
play in this style you’ll probably appreciate the faster tempo
(as the gaps between the longer notes don’t sound so wide).

STEP 3 - The Intro

The intros provided for the ‘Movie Swing 1’ style are great -
but, if I were to choose one, it would probably be Intro 2

because the third intro is very much geared to the song from
Toy Story.  The EKL arrangement, however, has a written 4-bar
intro so, if you’d like to escape the preset ones for a while,
you could use this.

It’s a good idea to use a different sound and/or a different part
of the style for the introduction (so that people know when the
song starts for real) so I set up the following registration for
the first four bars...

Right 1 Upright Piano - volume 100
Right 2 Off
Right 3 Off
Style Movie Swing 1 - Main C variation

If you’re going to play the intro as written - with a single note
melody - you might like to use the HARMONY effect to pad
out the sound in your right hand with some full piano chords.
If this sounds like a good idea, press [DIRECT ACCESS]
followed by [HARMONY] to call up the HARMONY/ECHO
setting page in the display.

Then, from the list headed TYPE, select the BLOCK harmony
setting.  This will add either three of four notes (depending on
the type of chord you play) below the melody note you play
with your right hand.

Play the notes of the four bar intro an octave higher than
written.  The reason for doing this is to allow room for the
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additional harmony notes.  Because these notes sound below
the melody they can be very ‘muddy’ and deep if you don’t
raise the pitch to allow for them.     

If you can play these big right hand chords without the aid of
the harmony feature you could use another setting from the
HARMONY/ECHO page to enhance the sound (fig.2).     

This time TRILL is chosen from the TYPE list.  This causes two
of the notes in the chord to alternate, or ‘trill’ and produces the
kind of rolling effect within a chord often used in jazz piano.

STEP 3 - The song (main)

As the 4-bar intro draws to a close we’ll need a new
registration for the main body of the song.

Right 1 Mute Trumpet - volume 100
Right 2 Off
Right 3 Off
Style Movie Swing 1 - Main A variation

If you switch on the [AUTO FILL-IN] feature and press the
[MAIN A] style variation button (so that it’s flashing as you
store the registration) a short fill-in will be triggered during
performance whenever you recall this registration.  The fill-in
makes for a smooth transition from [MAIN C] (used in the
intro) to the [MAIN A] part for the start of the main song.

The Mute Trumpet voice is well suited to this kind of music
and, in particular, to single note melody lines.  If you have a
footswitch attached to your keyboard (Clavinova players can
use one of the existing pedals) you might like to experiment
with the glide control...

Press [DIRECT ACCESS] followed by a press on the pedal /
footswitch you want to use.  This calls up the CONTROLLER -
FOOT PEDAL page in the display (fig.3).

You’ll see that up to three pedals can be attached (just as on
CVP series Clavinova) and each one is assigned by default to
a specific function.  Pedal 1’s default setting is SUSTAIN but,
as you’ll see in the illustration, mine has now been set to
GLIDE - which I selected from the list headed FUNCTION.

If you set the other controls as shown in fig.3 you should have
the right amount of glide effect for its use in this tune.  Of
course you should feel free to experiment with different
settings - it’s your arrangement after all...  

Use the glide feature sparingly because if it’s overused it can
get a bit tedious.  Here’s a good place...

“I’m gonna sit right down and write myself a letter - and make
believe it came from you...” 

Press the pedal just before the word “and” (but after the last
note of “letter”).  Then raise your foot off the pedal at the start
of the word “and” - and let the glide effect do the rest.

The same musical phrase appears later in the song - giving
you another opportunity to use the feature if you think it
sounds right. 

Changing  gear...

If you’re feeling up to a bit of quick button pressing here’s
something for you to try.  By the time we’ve played sixteen
bars using the MAIN A part of the style your listeners (even if
it’s just you) will be ready for a change of gear.  You can
achieve this in many different ways - this is just one...

You can’t read that without smiling can you?  What a great
lyric!  Try to play the notes in the phrase “got ‘em” in time to
the rhythm of the drum break.  Anyway, if you can make these
changes in the time allowed you’ll be nicely placed to
continue the song - but now with the slightly fuller MAIN B
style variation.   

STEP 4 - The song (ending)

There’s room for one more change of gear in the arrangement
- and this comes into play for the last 8 bars of the music to
give everything a real lift and let your audience know that the
song is reaching its end.  This time the ‘change of gear’ is
quite a major one... a complete registration change.   

Right 1 Clarinet - volume 100 (plus Harmony)
Right 2 Trumpet - volume 90 (plus Harmony)
Right 3 Off
Style Movie Swing 1 - Main C variation

Fig.2: Trill harmony

Fig.3: GLIDE is assigned to PEDAL 1

“...kisses on the bottom, I’ll be glad I got ‘em.  I’m gonna sit...”

Hit the BREAK button Hit the MAIN B button

Continued on page 27
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Activate the Fill-In for MAIN C as you save the registration
setting (as we did in step 3) so that it will be triggered
whenever the registration is selected.  

To set up the HARMONY feature press [DIRECT ACCESS]
followed by the [HARMONY/ECHO] button.  This will return the
HARMONY/ECHO page to the display (fig.4).

Note: Some Clavinovas don’t have a HARMONY button - in
which case they should access the page by pressing
[FUNCTION] > HARMONY/ECHO.

This time select the STANDARD DUET harmony type from the
list headed TYPE.  This will cause the instrument to generate a
second right hand note, in harmony with the melody note and
taken from the chord you play with your left hand.

If you also choose MULTI from the list headed ASSIGN the two
notes will be assigned to different instruments - the top note to
the Clarinet voice in the RIGHT 1 voice section and the second
to the Trumpet voice in the RIGHT 2 part.  The result is that of
two instruments playing in harmony together.

In performance, activate this last registration just before the
final “I’m gonna sit right down...” so that the fill-in plays over
the pick-up notes.  Then, let the band swing its way to the end
of the tune.

The last three chords in the written EKL arrangement are C > F
> C.  If you hit the ENDING 2 button just a fraction before you
play the first of these chords you can ignore the rest as the
ending pattern will provide its own 2-bar chord progression.

Tyros5  One  Touch  Settings

The registrations I’ve used in this workshop are based on the
Tyros5’s One Touch Settings so, if this is the model you own,
most of the setting up work will have been done for you.  

OTS1 Piano
OTS2 Muted Trumpet
OTS3 Clarinet & Trumpet in harmony

The only exception is the first registration where I’ve added a
harmony effect to the piano that isn’t in the keyboard’s original
preset.          

I haven’t provided any instruction for the volume of the
accompaniment style and it’s best that you set this to suit your
own personal taste.  If you play with a soft touch you’ll

probably want to lower the style’s volume whereas those with
a confident touch will find that the default volume of 100
balances quite well with the melody. 

I’ve recorded this workshop arrangement using Tyros5 and an
MP3 file of this is available by email should you wish to use it
as an illustration. 

(For a copy please email glyn@yamaha-club.co.uk and put
‘Workshop: Sit Right Down’ in the subject line.)

Chords  (optional)

If you’d like to experiment with the chords I’ve used for this
piece begin by numbering the bars in the Easy Keyboard
Library arrangement.  Start at bar 1 and number each bar -
finishing at bar 36.  Next, write these chords into the music
score at the appropriate bar numbers...

1: D7    /    /    /   2: G7    /    /    /   3: C6   /   F7   /   4: C6    /    /    /   

5: C6    /    /    /   6: C6   /   G7   / 7: C6    /    /    /   8: C6    /    /    /   

9: C6    /    /    /   10: E7    /    /    /   11: F   /   A7   / 12: Dm7  /   /   /   

13: Dm7   /    /    /   14: G7   /    /    /   15: CM7   /    /    /   16: A7   /    /    /   

17: D7   /    /    /   18: D7   /    /    /   19: G7  /  Dm7   / 20: G7    /    /    /   

21: C6   /  CM7   / 22: C6   /   G7   / 23: C6   /  CM7   / 24: C6   /  CM7   /

25: C6    /    /    /   26: E7    /    /    /   27: F   /   A7   / 28: Dm7  /   /   /   

29: F6    /    /    /   30: Fm6   /    /    /   31: C   /   Bb7   / 32: A7    /    /    /Fig.4: STANDARD DUET harmony

33: Dm7   /    /    /   34: G7   /    /    /   35: C    /    /    /   36: C    /    /    /   

1. Stevie Wonder sang "I Just 
Called To Say I Love You" in this
Gene Wilder comedy. 

2. "Wind Beneath My Wings" had 
its greatest success with Bette 
Midler's rendition from this film.

3. Ray Parker Jnr was sued for this
theme song, as it was spookily 
similar to another tune. 

4. Christopher Cross did the best 
that he could, performing the 
theme to this Dudley Moore 
comedy.

5. Dolly Parton wrote "I Will Always
Love You", but it became 
Whitney Houston's signature 
tune after this film.

6. Dolly made her own acting 
debut (and sang the theme) in 
this film about female workers.

7. "Raindrops Keep Fallin' on my 
Head" played while Paul 
Newman performed stunts on a 
bicycle in this story.

8. In a case of life imitating art, 
Barbra Streisand won awards 
for the song "Evergreen" in this 
film.

9. "(Everything I Do) I Do It For 
You" was a big hit for Bryan 
Adams after it featured in this 
heroic English story. 

10. It is difficult to hear "Stayin' 
Alive" without picturing an actor 
in a white suit doing his thing on
the dance floor.

Answers: 1. The Woman in Red,  2. Beaches,  3. Ghostbusters,  4. Arthur,  5. The Bodyguard,  
6. 9 to 5,  7. Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid,  8. A Star is Born,  

9. Robin Hood: Prince of Thieves,  10. Saturday Night Fever 

Coffee Time Quiz 
- by Beverley Coombes

Movie Night: this one is all about famous film
music. You know the tunes (they all reached no. 1 in the
charts) but can you name the films they came from?


